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http://www.weedinvasion.org/pdfs/Facts/ecosystem_is_like_a_bowl_of_milk.pdf
http://www.missoulaeduplace.org/images/weeds/weedcurriculum/documents/Lesson%2013.pdf
http://www.missoulaeduplace.org/images/weeds/weedcurriculum/Lesson%2013%20A%20Weed%20by%20any%20Other%20NamePowerPoint.ppt
http://www.nps.gov/glac/naturescience/upload/Online-Weed-Training_final-draft_compressed.pdf
http://www.missoulaeduplace.org/images/weeds/weedcurriculum/documents/Lesson%2037.pdf
http://www.missoulaeduplace.org/images/weeds/weedcurriculum/documents/Lesson%2013.pdf
http://www.missoulaeduplace.org/images/weeds/weedcurriculum/Lesson%2013%20A%20Weed%20by%20any%20Other%20NamePowerPoint.ppt
http://www.nps.gov/glac/naturescience/upload/Online-Weed-Training_final-draft_compressed.pdf
http://imrcms.nps.doi.net/glac/naturescience/loader.cfm?csModule=security/getfile&amp;pageid=633841
http://www.missoulaeduplace.org/images/weeds/weedcurriculum/documents/Lesson%2031.pdf
http://missoulaeduplace.org/images/weeds/weedcurriculum/documents/Lesson%2039.pdf
http://missoulaeduplace.org/images/weeds/weedcurriculum/documents/Lesson%2040-new.pdf
http://missoulaeduplace.org/images/weeds/weedcurriculum/documents/Lesson%2040-new.pdf
http://www.missoulaeduplace.org/images/weeds/weedcurriculum/documents/Lesson%2041.pdf
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http://www.nps.gov/glac/forteachers/classrooms/plant-invaders-citizen-science-field-%20%20%20%20%20trip.htm
http://www.nps.gov/glac/naturescience/ccrlc-citizen-science_weeds.htm
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Modified from the Teton Science School and Evergreen Teacher Vic Dalla Betta 
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 Make copies of the “Plant Invaders Field Guide” pages and hand out to each student 

(total of three double-sided pages). 

 Boxes of colored pencils 

 

1) Students can begin creating their journals by putting the pages in order from 1-3, 

beginning with page one on the bottom.  Have students fold their pages to form a 

booklet…folding left to right.  Bind field guides together using three brass fasteners or 

staple in the middle. 

 

2) Place students in groups of three or four, depending on class size.  Give each group a 

set of the Noxious Weed Fact Cards.  Tell students to use the fact cards to create their 

field guides.  Each student will need to accurately color all three weed species, write 

the name of each plant at the bottom, label the flowers, leaves and stems of each plant, 

and write down three interesting facts about each weed species. 

 

3) If time permits or if finished early, students can draw or paste a picture on the cover of 

their field guide. 

 
 

 



Plant Name

Notes

 1



Glacier’s Plant 
Invaders Field Guide

Name



Plant Name

My Favorite Plant

 2



Notes
Directions

Using the Noxious Weed Fact Cards to help you, identify 
which plant is drawn on the opposite page. Write the 
correct name of this plant on the space provided. Then 
label each blank with the correct plant part (flower, 
leaf, or stem).

In the space below, write three fun facts about this 
plant.

Fun Facts

1)  

2) 

3)

Draw this plant’s 
seeds in the box.
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Plant Name

 3

Directions

Using the Noxious Weed Fact Cards to help you, identify 
which plant is drawn on the opposite page. Write the 
correct name of this plant on the space provided. Then 
label each blank with the correct plant part (flower, 
leaf, or stem).

In the space below, write three fun facts about this 
plant.

Fun Facts

1)  

2) 

3)

Draw this plant’s 
seeds in the box.



Weed Critter Drawing
Directions

Using the Noxious Weed Fact Cards to help you, identify 
which plant is drawn on the opposite page. Write the 
correct name of this plant on the space provided. Then 
label each blank with the correct plant part (flower, 
leaf, or stem).

In the space below, write three fun facts about this 
plant.

Fun Facts

1)  

2) 

3)

Draw this plant’s 
seeds in the box.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 Drawing Paper 

 Boxes of colored pencils 
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A Weed by Any Other Name…

Grade level: 6-12
Subject Areas: Biology
Duration: 1-2 class periods
Setting: Classroom
Season: Any
Conceptual Framework Topics: 
Plant ecology, habitats, 
invasive species

Objectives
Students will understand the meanings of the terms weed, native, non-native, 
invasive, and noxious. They will learn why invasive plants cause ecological 
damage and affect humans.  

MethOd
Students watch a slideshow (PowerPoint) that challenges them to consider 
and discuss examples of non-native (“out of place”) species, some of which 
are considered weeds, some of which are invasive and noxious. They discuss 
how these terms are applied to different plant species, and how context and 
perspective influence how and when they are used. 

Materials

 ✎ Introductory PowerPoint from the kNOweeds Guide CD or at 
 http://missoulaeduplace.org/weeds_curriculum.shtml

 ✎ White or chalk board for brainstorming 

backgrOund 
There are many terms used to describe plants growing in ways and places 
that are undesirable to people. Some of these terms are used interchangeably 
by some people while others make very clear distinctions among how the 
words are used. This may create misunderstanding or confusion among those 
attempting to manage plants, let alone someone just beginning to learn about 
the subject! 

Weed is a subjective word used to describe any plant growing where it is not 
wanted, for various reasons.  

The term native (or indigenous) is applied to species that are growing in a 
region where they occur without having been transferred there through direct 
or indirect human actions. These species have adapted to the environmental 
conditions of their native range, including the influence of other species, 
through thousands or millions of years. (Species living in North America prior 
to European settlement are generally considered native.) Non-native species 
(also referred to as alien, exotic, foreign, introduced, or non-indigenous) are those 
growing outside of their known native, natural or historic range. A non-native 
species may be from another continent, another part of the same continent, or 
even from a different part of the same region. For example, in Montana there 
are non-native species that are from other continents (e.g., Russian knapweed), 
other parts of North America, and different parts of the Rocky Mountains 

A Weed by Any Other Name…
Lesson 13
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(e.g., Colorado blue spruce). Some plants are introduced intentionally, as 
ornamentals, livestock forage, windbreaks, or to improve wildlife habitat. 
Others are transported unknowingly by being mixed with other plants or seeds, 
or adhered to vehicles, shoes, clothing, livestock, pets, or other mobile items.

Many non-native species do not grow well in their new habitat because they 
have not adapted to the particular conditions present there. In Montana, for 
example, many species may not be able to survive the low moisture levels found 
in Montana soils throughout much of the growing season, or they may not 
tolerate the extreme cold temperatures during the winter. These species may not 
survive at all without assistance from humans, or they may grow only near water 
sources or in especially sheltered sites.

Other introduced species, however, come from similar habitats and are well-
adapted to the growing conditions found in their new range. Some of these 
species are also “freed” from the predators, diseases, or close competitors of 
their native range, and may spread rapidly and displace other vegetation. These 
are considered invasive. The National Invasive Species Information Center 
(NISIC) defines invasive thus:  

An 'invasive species' is defined as a species that is 1) non-native (or alien) to the 
ecosystem under consideration and 2) whose introduction causes or is likely to cause 
economic or environmental harm or harm to human health. Invasive species can be 
plants, animals, and other organisms (e.g., microbes). Human actions are the primary 
means of invasive species introductions. 

The application of the term invasive, like that of weed, is somewhat subjective 
and depends on variable human values. 

Noxious weeds are invasive plants that have been given special designation 
through a state or federal law. These laws are designated to protect agricultural 
production and natural areas by mandating and regulating the control of 
invasive plants. 
Why should we care about invasive plants? Invasive plants can: 

• Reduce agricultural production, including livestock forage
• Displace native vegetation, including rare plants
• Degrade or eliminate habitat for wildlife 
• Increase soil erosion
• Alter the frequency and intensity of fires
• Alter hydrologic regimes and degrade water quality and fish habitat
• Decrease ecosystem stability by lowering biodiversity and interrupting  
 natural processes and interactions among species 
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PrOcedure 
1. Begin the Introduction to Weeds PowerPoint and encourage your students to consider and discuss the concepts 
and terms introduced. Use the following notes for each slide to encourage the discussion.

Slide 
No. Notes
1. Discuss that they are all growing in places most people would not want them to grow. They are “out of place.” If the term “weed” doesn’t come up, 

ask students if they consider them weeds. Ask for their definitions of a weed. 

2. Discuss the subjective nature of the word “weed” and how its meaning might vary from person to person, depending on perspective.

3. Ask them to describe what they see. What’s funny about this picture? Why? Where would this plant usually grow? Have they heard of native species?

4. Discuss the terms native and indigenous.

5. Discuss non-native species and then ask students how non-native plants might be introduced to a new place. Brainstorm a list.

6. Did they think of all of these modes of introduction? Have they thought of others not on this list?

7. Ask them what they notice about this large picture. Explain that these are also non-native plants. They differ from the ones in the desert picture 
they just saw because they are well-adapted to where they are growing, since they came from (evolved) in a similar place, or habitat. Are they 
considered weeds? Remind them of the definition. It depends on the perspective. 

8. Discuss the differences between non-native plants like knapweed and garden flowers. In one case, the non-native plants are invasive—they are 
taking over, or invading, the other vegetation around them and they are identified as invasive plant species by land managers. In the garden photo, 
they are simply non-native, introduced, or exotic species which, at least at this time, do not seem to pose any threat to the landscape. 

9. Ask what might make a plant invasive. Brainstorm ideas.

10. Did they think of all of these points? Now ask what kinds of traits they think might make a plant successful at invading a new area. Make a list.

11. Discuss.

12. Discuss. Now ask if they have heard of the term “noxious weeds”. Can they deduce what it means? 

13. This is the only one of these terms that has any legal meaning.

14. Noxious weeds have been spreading rapidly for the past 100 years. For example, spotted knapweed arrived on the west coast in 1893 on the San 
Juan Islands in Washington. By 1920, this weed had established in over 24 counties in three northwestern states, with several large infestations 
near Missoula. Now, spotted knapweed has been reported from every county in the western United States and has invaded about five million acres 
in Montana alone.

15. How many Noxious Weeds of Montana can your students name?

16. Can your students identify any of these plants? Why might it be important? Besides being legally responsible for controlling noxious weeds, why 
should they care about invasive plants? Can they think of problems invasive plants might cause? Brainstorm a list.

17. Did you think of all these? Discuss these problems caused by invasive plants.

18. Discuss these problems caused by invasive plants. Are there more?

19. Can your students think of personal reasons to care about invasive plants? Are there places they like to go that have been invaded by noxious 
weeds? What can they do personally to help prevent the spread of invasive plants?
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2. Next, discuss in small groups or as a class the following scenarios:

• You work for the U.S. Department of Agriculture, and a nursery company  
 requests approval to bring a new species of plant into the U.S. for use as an  
 ornamental plant. What kinds of questions would you want to ask about this  
 plant to determine if it is likely to become invasive? 
 
• You are conducting a survey to discover the distribution of an invasive plant  
 species that colonizes disturbed areas and has just entered your county. Draw  
 a diagram or map of where you would expect it to occur. Now, assume  
 it is 15 years later and no one has tried to control this species. How has its  
 distribution changed? Draw an updated map of its distribution. Would the  
 distribution be different if control measures had been taken?

3. Have students research one of the noxious weeds of Montana, using resources 
listed in this guide or others. They can create an invasive species profile using 
the attached worksheet or their own ideas. You might want to expand it into a 
small poster requirement with class presentations.



ACTIVITY

Name

Invasive Plant Profile
Species: 

Country or area of origin: 

How was it introduced to the U.S.? To Montana?

When and where was it introduced?

What is its current distribution in the U.S. and in Montana?

What characteristics make it a successful invader?

What kind(s) of habitat does it live in? 

Does it invade only disturbed areas or also undisturbed sites?

Does it seem to outcompete or displace other plants where it invades?

Does anything in Montana eat it? If so, what?

What problems does it cause where it invades?

Are there successful measures to control it? If so, what are they?

Is it being controlled locally?



NPS  photo 



Alberta SRD 

 (at end of on-line training) 
N Rees, Invasive.org 

M. Lemmer, www.naturkamera.de W. Eigelsreiter L. M. Landry 

L. M. Landry 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





1) Stand (or have parents hold them) four laminated posters of noxious weeds…spotted 

knapweed, houndstongue, oxeye daisy, and St. Johnswort…in a circle. 

 

2) Place students in the middle of the circle. 

 

3) Tell students to listen carefully to the clues you are about to read to them.  You will 

give students one clue at a time about one of the noxious weeds in the circle.  They will 

have to figure out which plant you are giving them clues about.  Once they think they 

know which plant you are talking about, they can stand by that plant’s poster. 

 

4) Give 3-4 clues, waiting between each to see if anyone moves to a poster.  Once most 

students have chosen a poster, tell them they have one more clue to make their final 

decision.  After students have finished moving, announce the correct plant. 
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Virtual Survey of Invasive Plants

Lesson 31

Objectives
Students will be able to understand the difference between a survey and a 
census, understand and implement different sampling techniques, and recognize 
that plants (including weeds) grow in specific niches or habitats.

 
MethOd
Students develop a weed sampling plan on a map of a park. They check the 
results of their sampling plan and calculate the area and percent of the park that 
is invaded by weeds.

  
Materials

 ✎ Map of park (fictitious); attached
 ✎ Map of park (fictitious) that shows weed locations (for teacher); attached  

 (you may want to copy this onto a plastic transparency to make it easier for  
 students to quickly check their results with the key).

backgrOund
Many land managers are concerned about the spread of non-native, invasive 
plants (weeds) in natural areas. To be able to know whether or not weed 
populations are invasive, managers must first know where populations exist. 
Most areas are too large for conducting a census (i.e., complete count), so 
survey methods must be used. Surveys can tell you if and where species are 
present, and allow you to estimate how much of the total area is invaded. They 
don’t tell you how many plants are present or how dense they are. 

There are several such methods that can be used to survey an area for weeds. 
These include: (1) conducting a roadside survey, (2) surveying weeds along 
trails, (3) conducting surveys along transects (straight lines) that don’t follow 
roads or trails, or (4) surveying in completely random locations. Each of these 
methods has potential advantages and disadvantages, and a sampling plan 
must consider these to get the most information possible to be able to know or 
predict where weeds are most likely to grow in the environment.

Grade level: 7-12
Subject Areas: Biology
Duration: 2 class periods
Setting: Classroom
Season: Any
Conceptual Framework Topics: 
Plant distributions, 
habitat, invasive species 
management, mapping and 
survey techniques

Contributed by Erik 
Lehnhoff, Center for Invasive  
Plant Management,  
Montana State University.

Virtual Survey of Invasive Plants
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PrOcedure
1. Explain to your students that they will be using a map of a fictitious area to 
explore how different methods of surveying an area can give different results on 
the distribution of invasive plants. The imaginative scenario is as follows:

• You have 4 days to sample the park area shown on the map.
• If you sample along the road, you can sample 50 squares per day.
• If you sample along a trail, you can sample 35 squares per day.
• If you sample along transects, you can sample 20 squares per day.
• If you sample with a totally random pattern, you can sample 10 squares per day.

Have students work in pairs or small groups to:

 a. Choose their sampling method(s) and mark the squares on the map where  
  they will conduct surveys. 

 b. Compare their map with the teacher’s key to determine how many of the  
  squares that they sampled had weeds.

 c. Based on their findings, have them try to determine how much of the total  
  area is infested with weeds.

 
2. When their calculations are complete, have them report to the rest of the class:

 a. What method of sampling did you use?

 b. How many of your sampled squares had weeds (list by species)?

 c. How much of the total park area (what percent) do you predict to be  
 infested with each weed species? 
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Note: Students will very likely overestimate the area infested because, without 
knowing it, they make the assumption that all habitat is the same. For example, 
if they find a certain weed in 90% of the squares they sample along a road, 
then they assume 90% of ALL squares have the weed. The correct way to make 
the determination would be to find out what percent of each habitat type has 
weeds, find out what percentage of the park is each habitat type, and from that, 
calculate how much total area has the weed species. For example, the weed 
may have been found in 90% of roadside squares sampled, but only in 2% of 
grassland squares sampled. If the park is 1% road and 99% grassland, the total 
percent infested could be predicted to be: 
0.90 x 1% + 0.02 x 99% = 2.88% (round to 3%).

 
3. Discuss as a class:

 a. How accurate were their methods? 

 b. Were some methods better than others? Why?

4. If students haven’t come up with the idea that they need to sample based on 
different habitat types, prompt them to look carefully at the maps and see if they 
can figure this out. Have them calculate an infestation using this method.

Extensions
Have students use their 
understanding of sampling 
methods to set up surveys for 
invasive plants in a park, empty 
lot, or another accessible area 
near your school.



ACTIVITY
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AreA (number of 100m x 100m squares) and percent of each habitat in park
Road Trail Stream/

River
Alpine Forest Grassland/

Meadow
Shrubland Total

Area 99 83 177 230 315 353 387 1,644

Percent of  
total area

6 5 11 14 19 21 24 100

SPecieS

AreA (number of 100m x 100m squares) infested by weeds in each habitat
Road Trail Stream/

River
Alpine Forest Grassland/

Meadow
Shrubland Total

Area  
Infested

canada thistle 0 0 4 0 0 11 0 15

spotted
knapweed

0 20 4 0 0 2 22 48

smooth
brome

27 8 0 0 0 9 0 44

SPecieS

Percent of hAbitAt infested
Road Trail Stream/

River
Alpine Forest Grassland/

Meadow
Shrubland Total Percent 

of Park 
Infested

canada thistle 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 1

spotted
knapweed

0 24 2 0 0 1 6 3

smooth
brome

27 10 0 0 0 3 0 3

186
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Teacher’s Key to habitat areas and percent infested by weeds.

Note: Many squares may have more than one habitat type. For example, all squares along the road 
may be considered road habitat or some other habitat such as grassland/meadow or forest. Similarly, 
many squares along a river could be considered to be river, trail or some other habitat. When there are 
multiple habitats, use the following priority: Road ➜ Trail ➜ Stream/River ➜ any other habitat.
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Biological ... Control?: Tweaking the Ecological Web

Objectives
Students will understand the potential effects of biological controls on  
non-target species in an ecosystem.

MethOd
Students role-play different members of a Montana grassland food web, and 
use information collected by researchers in Montana to determine how the 
introduction of a biocontrol agent affects other members of the grassland 
community and even changes the occurrence of a deadly human disease.

Materials
 ✎ Biocontrol Cards (at end of this lesson). You will need to make copies ahead  

 of time; see step 1 under Procedure for the correct numbers.

backgrOund 
Invasive species present serious threats to the biological diversity and ecological 
integrity of ecosystems throughout the world. Biological control (“biocontrol”) 
is the introduction of an organism (usually an insect, fungus or bacteria) that 
has often evolved with the target plant species and causes deleterious effects 
on it through herbivory or disease. Biocontrols are promising for weed control 
for a number of reasons. They have been effective at reducing plant numbers in 
some cases, they reduce the need for other control methods such as herbicides, 
and they are self-perpetuating. Biocontrols must undergo thorough screening 
for host-specificity (that is, that they will only eat or cause direct harm to the 
target plant species and not other plants) to reduce the chance for their negative 
impacts on desirable species. 

However, this type of careful screening doesn’t prevent the use of biocontrols 
that may have significant impacts on food web interactions in the ecosystem 
to which they are introduced. These kinds of indirect impacts may be virtually 
impossible to foresee before introductions, although some general predictions 
can be made.

U.S. Forest Service and University of Montana researchers studying deer mice in 
western Montana realized that deer mice populations seemed to be much higher 
in spotted knapweed-infested areas than in native grasslands. They also found 
that deer mice were feeding heavily on the larvae of gall flies (Urophora species) 
that had been introduced in the 1970’s to cause gall formation in seed heads and 
reduce seed production in knapweed. The gall flies have considerably reduced 

Grade level: 5-8
Subject Areas: Biology, 
language arts
Duration: One 30 to 
60-minute session
Setting: Classroom
Season: Any
Conceptual Framework Topics: 
Ecological interactions, food 
webs, biological controls

Biological...Control?:
Tweaking the Ecological Web

Lesson 39
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the seed production in knapweed, but it has not been enough to effectively 
control knapweed, which continues to increase in many areas. The gall flies, 
however, have become as abundant as the knapweed, and are now many times 
more plentiful than in their native habitats in Europe.

Researchers Dean Pearson and Ray Callaway began to more closely study 
the interactions among these species. They found that as the gall fly larvae 
overwinter in the knapweed seed heads, they provide an abundant food source 
for Montana’s native deer mice at a time when food is otherwise scarce. In fact, 
in areas heavily infested with knapweed, gall fly larvae make up 85% of deer 
mice diets in the winter. This allows deer mice populations to double and even 
triple in knapweed/gall fly areas in some winters, compared to the populations 
in native grasslands. 

This change in a small mammal population may, of course, have further effects 
on the ecological web of the grasslands in western Montana, potentially 
affecting the predators and competitors of deer mice, as well as the native plants 
and insects they prey upon. But an additional very interesting twist to this story 
is that deer mice are the primary reservoirs, or carriers, of the Sin Nombre 
Virus, also known as Hantavirus. Hantavirus causes a deadly respiratory disease 
(Hantavirus Pulmonary Syndrome–HPS) in humans, with a 37% fatality rate 
among those who contract it (perhaps much higher if left untreated).  
The virus becomes airborne when disturbed, and humans catch it through 
exposure to mouse feces, usually in a building, since the virus is destroyed by 
ultraviolet light.

Pearson and Callaway also collected data on the Hantavirus occurrence in the 
deer mice in their study. They found that not only did the much more abundant 
mice in the knapweed areas carry Hantavirus, but that a greater proportion of 
them carried it than did the mice in the grasslands (although that difference was 
not great enough to be statistically significant.) So the prevalence of Hantavirus 
in areas with a lot of knapweed (and gall flies) is more than three times that in 
other areas. (Montana in 2005 was ranked as second only to New Mexico in the 
number of cases per capita of HPS in humans). 

For more detailed information on this research, go to  
http://www.rmrs.nau.edu/publications/2006_Pearson_Callaway/2006_Pearson_Callaway.pdf 

For more information on Hantavirus, go to 
http://www.hantavirus.net/

Your students should already be familiar with the concepts of food webs before 
beginning this lesson.
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PrOcedure

1. Ahead of time: Copy and cut apart enough of the Biocontrol Cards so that 
you end up with 10 bluebunch wheatgrass and 10 spotted knapweed cards, 6 
deer mouse cards, 10 Urophora gall fly cards, and 4 hantavirus (Sin Nombre 
virus) cards. You might want to copy them onto stiff paper or glue them onto 
cardboard. You can also change the numbers of each member of the web 
according to the number of students you have, just keep them in roughly the 
same proportion.

2. To begin the lesson, if they are not familiar with the concept of biological 
controls, ask your students to think of different ways people might reduce or 
control the spread of weeds. Make a list on the board of the ideas they come up 
with. If they don’t come up with it on their own, guide them to the idea of using 
natural enemies of invasive species to control or destroy them, and explain that 
these are called biocontrols. Make sure they understand the concept and ask if 
they can come up with some potential concerns associated with introducing 
one non-native species to control another.

3. Now tell your students that you are going to simulate an ecological web in 
the classroom, and that they are going to play the roles of different members 
of this web, which occurs in the grasslands of Montana. Explain that there are 
lots of different organisms that might be part of this web, but that you are going 
to concentrate on only a few members of it today.  Ask them what important 
members of the grassland might be. When they mention grass, hand out 
bluebunch wheatgrass cards to 10 students and ask them to stand in a loose 
group holding their cards so everyone can see what they are. (You might want to 
mention that bluebunch wheatgrass is a native plant and the official State Grass 
of Montana.) If students come up with mice (prompt by asking them what lives 
in the grass), hand out deer mouse cards to 2 students and have them mingle 
with the bluebunch wheatgrass students. Ask if any of them know the name of 
a disease carried by some deer mice that can affect humans in Montana. Explain 
as much as you need about what Hantavirus is and how it is spread to humans. 
Explain that deer mice are the primary carriers, and hand out 1 hantavirus 
(Sin Nombre virus) card to a student. Have them stand next to one of the deer 
mouse card holders.

*Note: If you don’t have enough students for each card, a student can hold more 
than one card—for example, a deer mouse card and a hantavirus (Sin Nombre 
virus) card. You can also change the numbers of each member of the web; just 
try to keep them in roughly the same proportion.
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 6. Tell your students that now they’re going to simulate some changes in the 
web. Explain that spotted knapweed has invaded this grassland. Ask them what 
changes, if anything, they would expect to see in the web. (Have half of the 
students exchange their bluebunch wheatgrass cards for spotted knapweed 
cards, explaining that knapweed often displaces bunchgrass.)

7. Now tell your students that you are going to give them some information 
based on research that biologists at The University of Montana and the U.S. 
Forest Service conducted in the past several years in Montana. Explain that in 
the 1970’s the gall flies were introduced to try to reduce knapweed populations, 
since by creating galls the flies reduce knapweed seeds in Europe, where both 
the flies and knapweed are native. Tell them that the flies lay their eggs in the 
knapweed flowers, and the larvae spend the winter in the seed head after it 
develops, eating plant tissue, and emerge as adults in the spring. Hand Urophora 
Gall Fly cards out to 5 students and have them stand next to the spotted 
knapweed students. What do they think will happen?

They will likely say the knapweed turns back to grass. Explain that while the flies 
do decrease seed production in knapweed, sometimes by up to 50%, it hasn’t 
been enough to stop knapweed from spreading and becoming more abundant, 
since knapweed still has lots of seeds. (In some places, used in conjunction with 
other controls, including other biocontrols, it can help reduce the coverage of 
knapweed, but it is not very effective when used alone.) 

Ask if they can think of any other effects the gall flies might have. Give them 
some time to discuss. Ask if they know what deer mice eat. Explain that deer 
mice are omnivorous, eating all kinds of foods such as seeds, insects, fungi, etc. 
They eat the gall fly larvae in the winter. Now see what they predict for their 
web. Explain that the researchers found that the mice were three times more 
abundant where there were knapweed and gall flies than in grasslands without 
knapweed, and ask how many mice there should be now. Hand out 4 more deer 
mouse cards. 

Are there predictions for more changes? Explain that Hantavirus increases 
more than three times, because not only are there more mice, but since their 
population is denser the virus in spread among them more easily, so a greater 
proportion of the mice carry it! Hand out 3 more hantavirus (Sin Nombre 
virus) cards. 
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Extensions 
Have the students diagram 
the interactions among the 
members of this food web.

Have students hypothesize 
about potential effects on the 
ecological web of other types 
of biocontrols. 

Questions for discussion:

1. What are the implications for using the Biocontrol gall flies to control the 
noxious weed knapweed in Montana?

2. Could anyone have predicted that introducing gall flies to control knapweed 
could have an effect on a deadly human disease?

3. What other kinds of effects could these changes have? Can they imagine 
some other possible types of issues that might arise from introducing exotic 
insects or microorganisms to control invasive species?
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Objectives
Students will understand the direct and indirect effects of biological controls on 
non-target species in an ecosystem.

MethOd
Students use cooperative learning to teach each other about the cascading 
effects resulting from an introduced biological control agent, involving the 
invasive plant knapweed, the biological control agent (gall flies), mice, and 
hantavirus.
 
Materials

 ✎ Student Biocontrol Pages
 ✎ Article: A Weed, a Fly, a Mouse and a Chain of Unintended Consequences  

 (included in lesson)

backgrOund
Invasive species present serious threats to the biological diversity and ecological 
integrity of ecosystems throughout the world. Biological control (“biocontrol”) 
is the introduction of an organism (usually an insect, fungus or bacteria) that 
has evolved with the target plant species and causes deleterious effects on it 
through herbivory or disease. Biocontrols are promising for weed control for 
a number of reasons. They have been effective at reducing plant numbers in 
some cases, they reduce the need for other control methods such as herbicides, 
and they are self-perpetuating. Biocontrols must undergo thorough screening 
for host-specificity (that is, that they will only eat or cause direct harm to the 
target plant species and not other plants) to reduce the chance for their negative 
impacts on desirable species. 

However, this type of careful screening doesn’t prevent the use of biocontrols 
that may have significant impacts on food web interactions in the ecosystem 
to which they are introduced. These kinds of indirect impacts may be virtually 
impossible to foresee before introductions, although some general predictions 
can be made.

U.S. Forest Service and University of Montana researchers studying deer mice in 
western Montana realized that deer mice populations seemed to be much higher 
in spotted knapweed-infested areas than in native grasslands. They also found 
that deer mice were feeding heavily on the larvae of gall flies (Urophora species) 
that had been introduced in the 1970’s to cause gall formation in seed heads and 
reduce seed production in knapweed. The gall flies have considerably reduced 

Grade level: 9-12
Subject Areas: Biology, 
writing, technology
Duration: One to two class 
periods
Setting: Classroom
Season: Any
Conceptual Framework Topics: 
Invasive species ecology, 
weed management, 
biological control, herbivory, 
human health impacts

Biological…Control?:
Cascading Effects of Biological Control of Knapweed

Lesson 40

(Adapted from the Ecological 
Society of America’s Teaching 
Issues and Experiments in 
Ecology Curriculum)
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the seed production in knapweed, but it has not been enough to effectively 
control knapweed, which continues to increase in many areas. The gall flies, 
however, have become as abundant as the knapweed, and are now many times 
more plentiful than in their native habitats in Europe.

Researchers Dean Pearson and Ray Callaway began to more closely study 
the interactions among these species. They found that as the gall fly larvae 
overwinter in the knapweed seed heads, they provide an abundant food source 
for Montana’s native deer mice at a time when food is otherwise scarce. In fact, 
in areas heavily infested with knapweed, gall fly larvae make up 85% of deer 
mice diets in the winter! This allows deer mice populations to double and even 
triple in knapweed/gall fly areas in some winters, compared to the populations 
in native grasslands. 

This change in a small mammal population may, of course, have further effects 
on the ecological web of the grasslands in western Montana, potentially 
affecting the predators and competitors of deer mice, as well as the native plants 
and insects they prey upon. But an additional very interesting twist to this story 
is that deer mice are the primary reservoirs, or carriers, of the Sin Nombre 
Virus, also known as hantavirus. Hantavirus causes a deadly respiratory disease 
(Hantavirus Pulmonary Syndrome – HPS) in humans, with a 37% fatality rate 
among those who contract it (perhaps much higher if left untreated).  
The virus becomes airborne when disturbed, and humans catch it through 
exposure to mouse feces, usually in a building, since the virus is destroyed by 
ultraviolet light.

Pearson and Callaway also collected data on the hantavirus occurrence in the 
deer mice in their study. They found that not only did the much more abundant 
mice in the knapweed areas carry hantavirus, but that a greater proportion of 
them carried it than did the mice in the grasslands (although that difference was 
not great enough to be statistically significant.) So the prevalence of hantavirus 
in areas with a lot of knapweed (and gall flies) is more than three times that in 
other areas. (Montana in 2005 was ranked as second only to New Mexico in the 
number of cases per capita of HPS in humans).

For more detailed information on this research, go to  
http://www.rmrs.nau.edu/publications/2006_Pearson_Callaway/2006_Pearson_Callaway.pdf 

For more information on hantavirus, go to http://www.hantavirus.net/

(For information about use of the Jigsaw teaching method in this lesson see
http://tiee.ecoed.net/teach/teach_glossary.html.)
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In this lesson students will piece together the relationships between the invasive 
knapweed, gall flies, deer mice, hantavirus, and human health. The figures on 
the students’ sheets come from three papers, each of which investigates separate 
aspects of the indirect effects of an introduced biological control agent. 

Figure 1, from Pearson, McKelvey, and Ruggiero (2000), shows that the 
monthly variation in % stomach content (of deer mice) that consists of gall fly 
larvae corresponds with the yearly cycle of gall fly and deer mouse life cycles. 
(Students should realize after seeing this figure that deer mice are consuming 
gall flies as a large portion of their diet, and are only consuming gall flies when 
they exist as larvae within the seed heads of the knapweed. You may want to 
question students to make sure they understand this portion of the figure. For 
example, ask students why the dependent variable declines in June-Aug.) 

Figure 2, from Pearson and Callaway (2006), illustrates that gall fly larvae 
density is higher in areas with higher knapweed density.

Figure 3, also from Pearson and Callaway (2006), illustrates that the abundance 
of deer mice, the abundance of seropositive (carrier of virus) mice, and the 
proportion of seropositive mice are all higher in populations containing higher 
densities of knapweed.

PrOcedure
1. If necessary, explain to your students the basic concept of using biological 
controls as a method of managing invasive plants. Then tell them only the 
following about this specific case of biocontrol use: that gall flies were 
introduced in the 1970’s to control knapweed; that gall flies lay their eggs in 
the flower heads of knapweed; that the developing larvae stress the plant and 
decrease seed production of the knapweed; and that this decrease in seed 
production has not been not enough to reduce the populations of the invasive 
knapweed.

2. Divide students into equally sized groups to form 3 total groups. Assign 
one group to Figure 1, one group to Figure 2, and one group to Figure 3. In a 
larger class, you can divide students into 6 groups (two groups to each figure). 
There are three different portions of the story represented by the three figures. 
Students are to interpret the data given in their figure and ensure that each 
member of their group thoroughly understands the information, as they will be 
required to explain it to someone who has not seen the figure yet. Give students 
sufficient amount of time to accomplish this. Make sure all the terms and 
concepts are understood (proportions as opposed to total number, life cycles 
resulting in changes of availability over time, etc). 
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Extensions 
Have students create a concept 
map to depict the relationships 
between knapweed, gall flies, 
deer mice, hantavirus, and 
human health. Ask them to 
consider other components 
of the system, such as native 
plants, native insects, small 
mammals, and predators. If 
your students have not worked 
with concept maps before, 
briefly describe what they are, 
perhaps with an example. 

Have your students research 
biocontrol agents for invasive 
plants in Montana.

Make sure that students read the figure legends. In particular, make sure 
students understand that ‘seropositive’ means that the mice are carriers 
of hantavirus. You may need to inform students that transmission rates will 
increase with increases in the density of the carriers. You could enforce this 
concept by asking students to consider the conditions under which diseases 
spread more rapidly (among those living in crowded cities, when people are 
crowded together in schools or other large buildings, etc.) 

3. Then assign students to new groups, so that each member of each new group 
has information from a different figure. Therefore the new groups should each 
contain 3 members, one student having information about Figure 1, one from 
Figure 2, and one from Figure 3. These students are now to teach each other 
their “pieces” of information to “piece together the puzzle” with the goal of 
understanding the indirect effects of the introduced biocontrol agents. 

4. As a breakdown of the figures, students should be able to conclude that (1) 
gall fly larvae are present in large densities in areas that contain knapweed, (2) 
deer mice are present in large densities in areas that contain knapweed, (3) deer 
mice diets primarily consist of gall fly larvae and their diets fluctuate with the 
life cycle of the gall fly, and (4) both the density and proportion of deer mice 
that carry hantavirus are higher in areas that contain knapweed. Therefore the 
continued presence of knapweed allows for the persistence of gall flies, which 
provide additional food for deer mice, carriers of hantavirus, a virus that is 
transmitted to humans and can be fatal. 

5. After all the final groups have had a chance to share their pieces of the puzzle 
with one another, discuss the issue with your class as a whole. You may want to 
address the following:

a. Ask if the correlations between knapweed and gall flies, gall flies and 
mice, and mice and hantavirus prove that the biocontrol increases 
hantavirus occurrence. (Although the separate pieces of the puzzle 
suggest that more knapweed allows more flies to flourish, which allows 
more mice to live in knapweed areas, which in turn causes more and a 
greater proportion of seropositive mice, you can explain that these were 
correlations, and causation has not yet been supported by manipulative 
experiments, which would give stronger evidence. You can discuss with 
students how an experiment could be designed in this system.) 

b. What do they think about the use of biocontrols to manage invasive 
species? For more discussion on this topic, have your students read 
and discuss the article A Weed, a Fly, a Mouse and a Chain of Unintended 
Consequences.



ACTIVITY

Read through this page of directions and information thoroughly before examining the 
accompanying figure.

Individually examine Figure 1 (graphs a and b) and understand what the axes and data points 
mean. What information do the graphs provide? After everyone has completed this, discuss the 
figure with the other members of your group and decide what the authors wanted to convey with 
the data presented in the graphs. You will need to understand the information thoroughly as you will 
be teaching others about it shortly! 

Share with your group any questions or difficulty you may have had with the graphs so everyone 
will be ready to explain them to others. Practice teaching it to each other within your group. For 
example, ask your fellow students: why does the dependent variable decline in June-Aug? 

Figure 1 is from a paper published by University of Montana and U.S. Forest Service scientists in 
the scientific journal Oecologia in 2000. The researchers examined how much gall fly larvae make 
up the diets of deer mice throughout the year. The results of their study are an important piece 
in the ecological puzzle you will be putting together to understand the unplanned effects of an 
introduced biological control agent.

Gall flies (Urophora species) were introduced to control populations of the invasive spotted 
knapweed,. This species of knapweed has spread throughout the western United States and can 
cause many problems on rangelands and in natural areas. The biocontrol agents successfully 
reduced seed production of the knapweed, but not enough to effectively control populations of 
knapweed. However, the introduced gall flies, because knapweed still exists, continue to persist 
and have indirect effects on food webs and can potentially indirectly affect human health.

Now, check out your piece of the puzzle! 

Student Biocontrol Page 1

Group 1



Figure 1. Stomach content analysis of deer mice from 1997-1998. Data in (a) 
represent mean (average) number of gall fly larvae found per deer mouse 
stomach each month. The arrows show different points in both the life cycle of 
the deer mouse and the gall fly. Data in (b) show the percent of different food 
items in deer mouse stomachs each month. (From Pearson, D.E., McKelvey, K.S., 
and L. F. Ruggiero. 2000. Non-target effects of an introduced biological control 
agent on deer mouse ecology. Oecologia 122: 121-128.)



ACTIVITY

Read through this page of directions and information thoroughly before 
examining the accompanying figure.

Individually examine Figure 2 and understand what the axes and data points 
mean. What information is the graph are trying to convey? After everyone has 
completed this, discuss the figure with the other members of your group and 
decide what the authors wanted to convey with the data presented in the 
graphs.  You will need to understand the information thoroughly as you will be 
teaching others about it shortly! 

Share with your group any questions or difficulty you may have had with the 
graphs so everyone will be ready to explain them to others. You may want to 
practice teaching it to each other within your group.  

Figure 2 is from a paper published by University of Montana and U.S. 
Forest Service scientists in the scientific journal Ecology Letters in 2006. The 
researchers studied populations of knapweed (in low and high densities). 
One of the objectives of their study was to compare the numbers of gall flies 
in low densities of knapweed (where it was <2% of the vegetation) to high 
densities of knapweed (where it was >20% of the vegetation). They wanted to 
know if more knapweed means more gall flies. The results of their study are 
an important piece in the ecological puzzle you will be putting together to 
understand the unplanned effects of an introduced biological control agent.

Gall flies (Urophora species) were introduced to control populations of the 
invasive spotted knapweed, Centaurea maculosa. This species of knapweed 
has spread throughout the western United States and can cause many 
problems on rangelands and in natural areas. The biocontrol agents 
successfully reduced seed production of the knapweed, but not enough to 
effectively control populations of knapweed. However, the introduced gall 
flies, because knapweed still exists, continue to persist and have indirect 
effects on food webs and can potentially indirectly affect human health.

Now, check out your piece of the puzzle!  

Student Biocontrol Page 2

Group 2



Figure 2. The mean density of gall fly larvae (+ 1 standard error) present in two 
populations of knapweed, one of high density (solid points) and one of low 
density (open points) across four years (From Pearson, D.E. and Callaway, R.M. 
2006. Biological control agents elevate hantavirus by subsidizing deer mouse 
populations. Ecology Letters 9: 443-450.)



ACTIVITY

Read through this page of directions and information thoroughly before 
examining the accompanying figure.

Individually examine Figure 3 and understand what the axes and data points 
mean. What information is the graph are trying to convey? After everyone has 
completed this, discuss the figure with the other members of your group and 
decide what the authors wanted to convey with the data presented in the 
graphs.  You will need to understand the information thoroughly as you will be 
teaching others about it shortly! 

Share with your group any questions or difficulty you may have had with the 
graphs so everyone will be ready to explain them to others. You may want to 
practice teaching it to each other within your group.  

Figure 3 is from a paper published by University of Montana and U.S. 
Forest Service scientists in the scientific journal Ecology Letters in 2006. The 
researchers studied populations of knapweed (in low and high densities). One 
of the objectives of their study was to compare the numbers of mice in low 
densities of knapweed (where it was <2% of the vegetation) to high densities 
of knapweed (where it was >20% of the vegetation). They wanted to know if 
more knapweed means more mice.  The researchers also wanted to know if 
these mice were seropositive (which means they are carriers of Hantavirus, a 
potentially deadly disease in humans), how many mice were seropositive, and 
what proportion of the mice were seropositive in the different densities of 
knapweed. The results of their study are an important piece in the ecological 
puzzle you will be putting together to understand the unplanned effects of an 
introduced biological control agent.

Gall flies (Urophora species) were introduced to control populations of the 
invasive spotted knapweed, Centaurea maculosa This species of knapweed has 
spread throughout the western United States and can cause many problems 
on rangelands and in natural areas. The biocontrol agents successfully 
reduced seed production of the knapweed, but not enough to effectively 
control populations of knapweed. However, the introduced gall flies, because 
knapweed still exists, continue to persist and have indirect effects on food 
webs and can potentially indirectly affect human health.

Now, check out your piece of the puzzle!  

Student Biocontrol Page 3

Group 3



Figure 3. Data on deer mice populations in three years in areas of high 
knapweed density (solid circles) and low density of knapweed (open squares). 
(a) Abundance of deer mice. (b) Abundance of seropositive mice (mice that 
are carriers of hantavirus). (c) Proportion of deer mice captured that were 
seropositive (From Pearson, D.E. and Callaway, R.M. 2006. Biological control 
agents elevate hantavirus by subsidizing deer mouse populations. Ecology 
Letters 9: 443-450.)
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Objectives 
Students will be able to describe a variety of methods that can be used for weed 
control. Students will be able to describe the weed control approach developed 
by the Bradley sisters.

MethOd
Students engage in a weed pull to help native plants return to a weed-infested 
area. Students also illustrate or combine photographs from their weed pull 
session into a series of posters or a storybook that tell the story of the Bradley 
Method.

Materials 
 ✎ Gloves 
 ✎ String and stakes or PVC piping (optional)
 ✎ Large sheets of paper and other materials for making posters or storybooks
 ✎ Field guide to native plants 
 ✎ Photos or a guide book to local noxious weeds (see Resources section of  

 this guide)

backgrOund
Invasive plants populate new locations when the conditions are favorable for 
their survival. Left unchecked, they may replace existing desirable plant species 
and fill open spaces, such as disturbed sites where the soil is exposed. However, 
humans can help stop the spread of invasive plants. There are a number of 
different methods for halting the spread of invasive species. These fall into 
the following categories: 1. Manual (pulling, digging, cutting); 2. Mechanical 
(mowing, plowing, fire); 3. Biological (grazing, insects, plant diseases);  
4. Cultural (prevention, educating others) and 5. Chemical (herbicides).  Using 
a combination of methods, which is known as Integrated Weed Management, is 
generally more effective for weed control than any single approach. 

In this lesson, students will learn about one manual approach to weed control 
using the Bradley Method, which was developed by the Bradley sisters in Sydney, 
Australia. Using this method, the two Bradley sisters (both over fifty) cleared 
a 40-acre woodland reserve so successfully that the area needed only slight 
attention once or twice a year (mainly in vulnerable spots such as roadsides 
and creek banks) to be maintained weed-free.  To do this they expended only a 
minimum amount of time: an average of 45 minutes per day between the two 
of them. This low-cost, low-impact approach enables restoration to occur with 
minimal labor or equipment. 

Grade level: K-6
Subject Areas: Life science, 
language arts, visual arts, 
literature
Duration: 1 outdoor session 
and 1 indoor session
Setting: Outdoors (weedy 
area), Indoor (Classroom)
Season: Spring, Summer or 
Fall if visiting field site
Conceptual Framework Topics: 
Integrated weed 
management, weed control, 
monitoring, site recovery, 
and education

Pulling Together
Lesson 41
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The Bradley Method can be used most successfully in natural areas where weed 
stands are close to or intermingled with native vegetation.  This approach uses 
carefully planned hand weeding to tip the ecological balance in favor of the 
native vegetation, which is then allowed to regenerate and fill the area where 
the weeds have been removed. The weeding is always done outwards from the 
edge of the best stands of natives. The Bradley sisters recommend choosing an 
area you can visit easily and often, where the native vegetation meets a mixture 
of natives and weeds not worse than one weed to two native plants. If you 
choose the most heavily infested areas to clear first, the weeds will re-invade 
very quickly because you have provided them with ideal conditions:  bare soil 
and full sunlight. 

 
PrOcedure  
Gather the necessary materials including those needed for the poster or 
storybook activity. Find an area close to school containing noxious weeds. 
Select a site that primarily contains weeds that can be controlled through 
pulling, such as spotted knapweed. (See the Resources section of this guide to 
locate information on weeds and control methods that are most effective for 
each species.)  If you or others plan to continue restoring the site using the 
Bradley Method, ideally you would select a site that has at least twice as many 
native plants as weed plants.  Teachers: Be sure to obtain permission from the 
landowner or land manager prior to conducting this activity.

Part One: In the Classroom 
Explain to students that soon we will remove weeds from a small area, but first 
we are going to learn about two women from Australia who used the native 
plants in their park to help prevent further invasion. This is the story of the 
Bradley sisters' method of weed removal.

 
The Bradley Sisters’ Story  
Every day the Bradley sisters would go for a walk with their dog in the park next to 
their home. One day they noticed that the beautiful trees and flowers that they saw 
since they were little girls were disappearing. Instead, they were replaced with thorny, 
ugly, invading weeds. The sisters decided, "These weeds have to be stopped or we will 
have no beautiful trees and flowers left in our park." Every day the Bradley sisters 
went on their walks, but this time they did something different. The sisters agreed to 
pull a little bit of the weeds each time they went for a walk in the park. They pulled 
them with their bare hands.  Ouch! They only pulled the weed that grew close to 
beautiful native trees and flowers. They pulled them from the creeks and meadows. 
Slowly the beautiful native trees and flowers were able to grow and grow.  Eventually 
they forced all the weeds away. The Bradley sisters were proud of their success. They 
had cleared 40 acres of weeds from the park with the help of the native plants.   
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They even kept a map of where they had pulled weeds and removed any weeds that 
tried to come into the area in order to make sure the weeds never gained ground in the 
area again. 

Ask Students: What method of removal did the Bradley sisters use?  (Manual) 

  
Part Two: Outdoors

1. Begin by going to the selected area. Explain to students that you are going 
to remove invasive weeds from this area. Have students draw or take photos of 
what the area they treated looked like before and after treatment. 

Ask students:  Why would it be a good idea to remove the weeds? What are they 
doing to the other plants? Ask students to help identify the weeds that will be 
removed and verify their identification using a field guide. Point out to students 
that the weeds have managed to take over in this area. 

2. Ask Students: What would be a good way to get rid of these weeds?  
Organize the students’ answers by making a list on the paper pad. Introduce 
Removal Methods by categorizing their answers into the following categories:

Removal Method Categories Examples
Manual Pulling, Digging, Cutting

Mechanical Mowing, Plowing, Fire

Biological Grazing, Insects, Plant Diseases

Cultural Prevention, Educating

Chemical Herbicide

3.  Tell the students that each of these methods may be a part of a successful 
plan to get rid of weeds if applied with proper planning to the right situation.  
Discuss with students the negative impacts of each method and ways of 
counteracting those negatives.  

Manual:  Pulling can take a long time and only covers a small area. 

Mechanical:  Mowing or plowing can spread seeds and destroy native plants. 
Fire can be dangerous to use and rarely effective at killing the live underground 
portions of plants. 

Biological:  Grazing animals (sheep, cattle) may eat native plants and disturb 
soil. Insects from the weed’s native habitat can become pests themselves or have 
other unintended effects on local plants and animals. 
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Extensions 
Have students share their 
posters or storybooks with 
other classes or in the 
community. Plan additional 
weed pull events for the 
selected site and engage other 
interested classes or groups 
and monitor the changes in the 
plant populations over time.  

Have students create their own 
weed removal system.  This can 
take the form of an invention 
or animal that could be drawn 
or constructed.  Have students 
explain which removal 
methods are used in their 
invention.

Cultural:  Changing our habits is not enough; we must also work to eliminate 
the weeds already in place. 

Chemical:  Some chemicals (particularly if not used properly) can harm the 
soil, plants, animals, and water in an ecosystem. 

4.  Explain to students that we are going to use the Manual method of removing 
weeds in this area, much like the Bradley sisters did in the story we heard back 
in the classroom.  We are going to depend on everyone "pulling together" 
to remove these weeds. Demonstrate the correct way to pull the weeds for 
students, and that gloves must be worn to protect the skin from harmful 
substances potentially found in the weeds.  Explain that if we don't pull the 
root of the plant it may be able to grow back quickly.  Teacher Note:  You may 
want to have students focus on one area by marking the area off with staked 
string or PVC pipe.  This pulling activity can be made into a “Weed Olympics,” 
with students competing to see who can make the biggest pile of weeds. Have 
students throw the weeds onto a tarp with a 'bull's eye' trash can set up in the 
middle. 

5. After pulling the weeds have students help bag the weeds for proper disposal 
so that their seeds will not spread. Return to the classroom. 

6. Ask students: Were we able to get all of the weeds in our area? (No. We 
cannot get all of the seeds in the ground or weeds from other areas.) 

Teacher Help: Stress the importance of pulling weeds over time to slowly return 
the area to native plants. How can the native plants help us get rid of the weeds?  
(Pulling weeds can help the natives come back into the area and keep the weeds 
out, particularly if combined with replanting of natives.)

Why should we keep a map of where we have pulled?  (We will be able to keep 
track of the weeds and tell others about our work to restore the native plants.)

7.  Have students create a poster (or storybook) using the Bradley sisters' story 
from above and their own experience with the weed pull.  Have students use 
photos or draw the important steps in the Bradley method. 

After removing weeds the group may be able to watch and maintain this area 
to keep it free from weeds, and/or invite other classes to join in this project.



                                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                              

 

 

 

 



                                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                              
         Extra Challenge: Total Number of Knapweed: 

 

             Total Number of St. Johnswort:   
   

Total Number of Oxeye Daisy: 
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